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Historical Society of New
Mexico Awards 1997
The 1997 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards were presented at its annual conference held in Deming. New Mexico last April. Some 150 reqistrants were in attendance. The varied and absorbing seminars, as well as the book dealers' tables were at
the Garcia Civic Center, with the opening reception, at the Luna Mimbres Museum,
qraciously hosted by the Luna County Historical Society. The very successful book
auction and the Awards Banquet were held at the Holiday Inn .

The 1997 Awards:
The Ed~ar Lee Hewett Award for service to the public: the New Mexico Hiqhway
and Transportation Department for the reconstruction of the Mormon Battalion monument on the west side of Interstate 25, just south of the Budaqhers exit. (See also La
Cronies. issue 44, January 1997.)
The Gaspar Perez de ViUaQra Award for an outstandino publication by an individual or individuals : Utopian Vistas - TheMable Dodge Luhan House and the American Counterculture by Lois Palken Rudnick. published by the University of New
Mexico Press. A searchinq and detailed 1001< at Taos as a focus for three qenerations
of the American counterculture.
The Paul A.F.WaIter Award for service to the Society or its affiliates: Riley Parker, a
Ionq-rime member of the Board of Directors. the award recoqnizes his years of dedication to the Historical Socie ty of New Mexico and its qoals.
The Ralph Emerson Twitcheff Award for siQnificant contributions to the field of
history. areas of fine arts. allied professions. through siQnificant articles or boczs.
Spanish New Mexico - TheSpanish ColonialArts Society Collection, edited by Donna
Pierce and Marta Weiqle. published by the Museum of New Mexico Press. This two
volume set catalogues a collection unequaled, with contributions from Ieadtnq authorities on a vast cultural resource of immense important to New Mexico. Its two
volumes embrace a literary and artistic quality of tremendous scope.
The fray Francisco Atanasio Dominquez Award for historic surveys and research:
The Navajos in 1705, Rick Hendricks. Editor and John P. Wilson, which is a revealinq
100R at the Navajo and Spanish warfare in 1705.
The Lansing B. Bloom Award for an outstanding publication or series of publications by a Society or institution (books, monographs. newsletters. brochures. Quides,
etc.). New Mexi co Pare-Nuptial Investigations From the Archivos Historicos del
Arzobispado del Durango, 1760-1799, Rick Hendricks, Editor, John B. Colligan, Compiler. A most valuable contribution to research on the sociolozy of the inhabitants of
Chihuahua and New Mexico in the 18th century.
The L. Bradford Prince Award for siqnificant worb in the field of historical preservation: The Archaeological Conservancy for the purchase and preservation of the
San Marcos Pueblo property on the Turquoise Trail in the GaIIisteo Basin for future
research.
The Dorothy Woodward Award for education: to Alfonso Ortiz, Native American,
anrhropolootst. teacher. role model. cultural broker. It was unfortunate that this award
had to be qiven posthumously. Dr. Ortiz died January 28, 1997. at his home in Santa
Fe. He was born and raised at San Juan Pueblo and received his M.A. and Ph .D. deqrees at the University of Chicago. He was professor of Anthropology at the University of New Mexico. Arnone his awards were a John Simon GUQQenheim fellowship
and the MacArthur Foundation "qenius" qrant.

HSNM Launches Grant
Program
The Society has instituted a Grant ProQram by which orcantzattonal members may
seek a Qrant of up to $500.00 for projects "of an historical nature."Without attempting
to de fine precisely what that means (we have a Grant Committee to do that) , projects
could include the provision of an exhibit for a local history week or a permanent
exhibit in a museum. a brochure (see below). an annual historical publication. or
even something lil<e sponsorship of a specific event or celebration. The qUidelines
have been loosely drawn, on purpose.
Grant applications may be secured by
ber. The Society may award a Qrant in
a request to the Grant Committee at the
an amount less than that requested. and
Society's address (P.O . Box 1912, Santa
no orcanizarton wiII receive more than
Fe. N.M. 87504). The applications sets
one qrant per calendar year. There is no
forth the qUidelines and requests certain
entitlement to a qrant. Finally. since the
data from the orqanizanonal member.
amount available to the Society for
Each application must be siqned by the
qrants is limited. earlier applications
orqanizatton president or similar officer.
probably have a better chance than
and each applicant must aqree to qive
those receive later in the year.
appropriate credit to the Historical Society of New Mexico in a very tanetble
And Issues the First Grant
way-e.q., printed on a brochure, or on
The Gallup Historical Society acted
a siqn in an exhibit.
with some dispatch with an application.
Although the Grant CommitteewiII be
As a result, and because the application
flexible, certain things wiII not be favorwas so deserving of consideration. the
ably considered. For example, qrants to
first HSNM qrant was to them to fund
an indiv idual for research or scholarship
two-thirds of the cost of printing ten
help . even thouqh the individual may be
thousand copies of a brochure about the
sp on sored by an orqaruzarional memGallup Mininq Museum .
E.D.K.
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t 998 Annual HSNM Conference
Call for Papers
The Historical Society of New Mexico wiII hold its next Annual Conference in Santa
Fe. New Mexico, April 2-4. 1998. The conference wiII be held at the Hilton Hotel and
will be a joint meeting with the Arizona Historical Society.
Proposals are now beinq accepted for papers, panels, discussion Qroups or other
types of presentations on any aspect of the history of New Mexico. Arizona. and the
Southwestern borderlands. Because 1998 is the 400th anniversary of New Mexico's
colonization by Juan de Onate. proposals for subjects related to the history of the
Spanish Colonial New Mexico are encouraged, These may include, but are not limited
to, relations between Hispanos and Native Americans, development of a reqional
architecture, commerce over the Camino Real. exploration, mtninq, aqriculture. as
well as topics of a more contemporary nature. Papers are not to exceed twenty
minutes in lenqth (ten to twenty type-written paces). Proposals for sessions of two or
three papers on related subjects are welcome. Sessions wiII be seventy-five minutes
in Ienqth.
Proposals should not exceed one type-written paQe and should include the name,
address, phone number, tnstttutional affiliation (if any), a short vita of the presenter.
plus the title and a brief description of the presentation. Proposals for sessions must
include information reqardinq the presider and each presenter.
Proposals should be mailed to John O . Baxter. Historical Society of New Mexico,
Box 1912. Santa Fe. New Mexico 87504. If you have questions. please call (505) 9835836.

DEADLINE FOR PROPOSALS IS DECEMBER 31, 1997.

Call for Nominations for
Society's Annual Awards
The Historical Society's awards. presented each year durtnq the Annual
Meeting , recoqnize outs tandtnz
achievement in these catecories.
The Paul A.F. WaIter Award for service to the Society or its affiliates.
The Edgar Lee HewettAward for service to the public.
The Dorothy Woodward Award for
education.
The Lansing B. Bloom Award for outstandtnq publication or series of publications by a society or institution
(books. monoqraphs. newsletters, brochures . qUides. etc.) .
The Ilalph Emerson Twitchell
Award for siqnificant contribution to the
field of history by tndlviduals, orqanizations . or institutions in the areas of
fine arts . allied professions. unorthodox
but siqnificant articles or books. exhibits. demonstrations. series of events, etc.
The Gaspar Perez de ViDagra Award
for outstandins publication by an indiVidual or indiViduals (articles. monoqraphs. book. etc.).
The Fray Francisco Atanasio
Dominquez Award for historic surveys
and research.
The L. Bradford Prince Award for
siqnificant wora in the field of historic
preservation. The award recozntzes
completed, or on-qoinq work of preservation and/or restoration on historic

properties in the state of New Mexico or
of work performed by New Mexico professionals and artisans on out-of-state
projects.
We welcome nominations for these
awards. Ifyou or your orcantaauon wish
to submit a nomination, please gather
the supporting data and send 2 copies
to the Society. Give full details why the
nominee should be recocntzed with the
award. Our jury can make a decision
only on the supporting data you provide. The nomination should include a
description of the accomplishments of
the individual or orqanizauon that is
nominated for the award. It should include reasons why the nominee deserves to be considered for an award.
Nominations for the Bloom and ViIIaqra
awards should include copies of the
publications. Photographs and thorough descriptions and/or documentation should accompany nominations for
the Twitchell and Prince awards. The
awards committee must have sufficient
information to judqe the merits of the
nominees and also to decide whether
an award should be Qiven.
Send nominations to: Carl Sheppard.
Historical Society of New Mexico
Awards. 1234 Camino de Cruz Blanca.
Santa Fe, NM 87501 . Nominations
should bepostmarked no later than Friday, February 6.1998.
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AASLH To Meet in Denver
October 1-4, 1997
The 57th Annual Meeting of the American Association of State and Local History wiII
be in downtown Denver, Colorado. The headquarters hotel is the Hyatt Reqency on
Welton Street. The conference program was not in your Editor's hands as this issue of
La Cronica went to press. For complete information on the program. and aboutAASLH
itself, wesuqqest that you contactAASLH at their WEB paQe: http://www.nashviIIe.neti

- aaslh

Intimacy and Empire:
Indian-African Interaction In
Spanish Colonial New Mexico
1500-1800
By Dedra S. McDonald
Winner of the 1997 Myra Ellen Jenkins Scholarship Award
In 1539, Esteban de Dorantes of
Azamor. an enslaved blacR Moor.
ventured into Pueblo Indian territory as
the vanquard of Fray Marcos de Ntzas
expedition to the unexplored north.
Esteban had trav eled in the northern
reaches of New Spain before-he. alonq
with three Spaniards lncludlnq the
famed Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca,
survived Panfilo de Narvaez's disastrous
attempt to colonize Florida. Cabeza de
Vaca's tales of the Qroup's eiQhtyears of
wanderings through present-day Texas
and Northern Mexico piqued Spanish
interest in the "Northern Mystery."
Although the survivors repeatedly
claimed to have seen no siqns of
exploitable wealth in the north, New
Spain's viceroy Antonio Mendoza and
others hopinq to find an "otro Mexico"
planned an expedition. Cabeza de Vaca,
however, refused to return to the north,
and Mexican officials could not allow a
slave to lead this expedition. Hence.
Viceroy Mendoza purchased Esteban
and selected Franciscan Fray Marcos de
Niza to head the journey northward , to
be accompanied by Esteban.
Ran12inq several days ahead of Fray
Marcos with a 12roup of chrtsttanized
Piman and Mexican Indians , Esteban
reached the Zuni settIement of HawiRuh.
He was the first non-native to visit
Pueblo lands . an event made more
siqntficant by his African herttaqe.
Dunne his travels north to Zuni, Indians
had treated Esteban as a "black qod."
re12alin12 him with 12ifts of turquoise and
women. Although no one knows for
sure what transpired when Esteban
entered Hawtkuh. leqend has it that his
arrocance led him to expect similar
prrctleees. This ancered the Zuni, who
ztlled him . Another twist to the Ieqend
involves a Qourd rattle Esteban carried
as part of his "black Qod" persona. The
Qourd rattle offended the Zuni, thereby
leading to the slave's death.Additionally,
some scholars have postulated that
Esteban interrupted Zuni ceremonies,
thereby anQerinq them to the point of
murder.'

Zuni oral tradition corroborates the
tale of Esteban 's demise related in
Spanish documents. While IivinqatZuni
during the late nineteenth century.
Smi thsonian ethnologist FranR
Hamilton Cushinc heard stories of a
murdered black Mexican. In an lecture
Qiven to the American Geoqraphtcal
Society in 1885. Cushinq admitted that
when he first heard of "Zuni Ieqend of
the BlacR Mexican with the thicR lips: '
he had no knowledqe of Fray Marcos de
Niza's 1539 northern expedition.
Cushing described the story to
archeologist Adolph Bandelier. who
matched it to events described in
Spanish documents. In Bandelier's
account of the events in Hawikuh, "The
Zunis definitely informed Mr. Cushing.
after he had become ... adept [sic] by
initiation into the esoteric fraternity of
warriors, that a 'btacf Mexican' had once
come to O'aquirna [Hawikuh] and had
been hospitably received there. He.
however, very soon incurred mortal
hatred by his rude behavior toward the
women and qirls of the pueblo. on
account of which the men at last kiIIed
him. " 2 Hence, both Zuni oral tradition
and Spanish written documen ts
recorded the ill -fated encounter
between Native Americans and the
2

advance quard of the Spanish
conquerors . As Bandelier noted, "A
short time after that the first white
Mexican's, as the Indians calI all white
men whose mother-tongue is Spanish,
came to the country and overcame the
natives in war. ":;
What transpired at Hawizuh between
the Zunis and Esteban resulted in a black
kachina known as Chalzwaina, or
monster kachina. Esteban served as a
harbinger of the Spanish conquest.
which permanently altered the Zuni
world . Thus, Chakwaine kachina
emerged as a tanoible symbol of Zuni
interpretations of the Spanish conquest.
Accordinq to anthropoloqist Frederick
Dockstader. leqendary accounts
attribute the impetus for Chazwaine to
Esteban. Dockstader noted that, "The
appearance of this kachina and the fact
that Chaawaina is known to all the
pueblos as a horrible 012re, support this
Ieqend, Esteban would be remembered
because of the color of his skin, because
he was the first non-Indian seen in
Cfbola . and because of the
circumstances surrounding his fate. " 4 As
the impetus for the o qre Rachina
Chakwaina. Esteban lives on as a
reminder of chances wrought in the
Pueblo world by the aQlJressive
presence of white and black outsiders.
Althouch they effectively defused the
threat posed by Esteban , Zunis could not
so easily evade the Spaniards that
followed. Scarcely a year passed before
explorer Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado and his entouraze of several
thousands of Spaniards and Mexican
Indians appeared in Zuni lands .
occupying Hawikuh from July to
November of 1540.5
This less than auspicious belJinnin12
for African-Indian relations in todays
American Southwest, however, did not
keep the two qroups apart. Sometimes
at odds with one another, and at other
times brouqht toqether in the most
intimate of relations, African
descendants and Native Americans in
northern New Spain interacted
throughout the Spanish colonial era.
These interactions formed a web in
which one Qroup's actions affected the
other qroup. resultinq. for example. in
the Zuni kachina Chaawaina or, in the
case of the Black Seminoles , in
ethnocenesis-c-the formation of a new
Qroup of people. Children of African and
Native American sexual unions, known
throughout the early colonial period as
mulattos and later as zambos. at
particular times and places formed new
third Qroups, such as the Black Caribs
or the BlacR Seminoles. In New Mexico,
however, a third qroup never ernerced.
The small African population-at the
very least 2.5 percent accordtnq to one
scholar-s-was partially responsible for
this failure. 6 The close connection
between the absence of mixed -blood
Qroup formation and exploitation,
however, provides a better explanation
for the lack of a New Mexico version of
BlacR Indians.
Despite the relatively small African
population in colonial New Mexico, the
Spanish system of racial stratification
and coerced labor placed Africans and
Indians in a context of deep intercultural
contact. This paper will examine
interactions between Indians and
persons of African descent in New

Mexico, the northernmost outpost of
NewSpain, focusinc on the seventeenth
and eilJhteenth centuries . First, I will
briefly survey the history of Spanish
American slavery and initial relations
between Africansand Indians . Next Iwill
discuss specific intercultural contacts,
particularly episodes in which Africans
and Indians worked toqether--episodes
resulting from the margmalization and
disempowerment the two qroups faced .
Documentary evidence illustrates
frequent collaborations between
Africans and Indians aqainst Spanish
exploitation, ran12inQ from joint mass
upristnqs to assaults on individual
hecetuledos' While Indian and mulatto
residents of Parral. a mintng town in
northern Chihuahua, frequently filed
criminal cases aqatnst one another for
theft. assault. rape , and even murder, no
su ch cases reached New Mexico court
dockets . Indeed, in the latter locale, the
two lJroups appeared tOlJether as
tnsnqators of overt resistance aQainst
church and state. As Esteban 's death
illustrated, however, Native Americans
and Africans did not automatically
become allies . Indeed, the Spanish
Qovernment frequently souzht to keep
the two lJroups apart, irnplernentino
"divide and conquer" policies in an
a ttempt to prevent episodes like the
1680 Pueblo Revolt. Additionally.
Africans at times emulated Spaniards,
exploiting Indians through their hiqher
status as artisans and supervisors of
native aqricultural workers.'
Third, I will examine sexual liaisons
and the cultural discussions
surrounding the creation of new
bloodlines, such as the mulatto and the
zambo. as illustrated in a popular
eiqhteenth-century Qenre of paintings
Rnown as Las Castas. Marrtaqe records
for northern New Spain depict a
landscap e of interaction between
Indians and African descendants.
provtdinq hints of cultural crossroads in
which African-Indian children identified
with both of their cultural antecedents.
at times Iorminc an altoqether new
12roup, such as the BlacR Seminole tribe
that arose in Florida in the seventeenth
and eiqhteenth centuries. Finally, I wiII
draw some conclusions respondinq to
the central question raised by Esteban's
reincarnation as the Chabwatna kachina
and Indian and Black coIlaboration in
Spanish colonial New Mexico: what is
the nature of interaction between Blacks
and Indians in New Mexico and what do
those interactions suqQest about the
relationship between the absence of
mixed-blood 12roup formation and
imperial exploitation? The answer to
that question , IwiIIshow, chanced over
time and space. Durtnq the early
colonial period (1500-1750). the frequent
contact between the two 12roupS and the
myriad laws qoverninq their relations
suqqest that Native Americans , Africans.
and their oftsprtnq formed a community. In the later colonial period
(1750-1821), however, racially-based
class differentiation and concomitant
exploitation kept Black Indians in New
Mexico from rnaintaininq a separate
identity. By the mid- to late-eighteenth
century, the colonial caste system
embodied elite "divide and conquer"
stratecies. successfully defusmo the
threatenins Indian-African alliances. In
proto-capitalist New Spain. mixed
bloods with European ancestry could
aspire to be honorable, a rank
unattainable for those without Iimpieza
de sangre (clean bloodlines). NonEuropean mixed bloods, on the other
hand, qained increasinq notoriety in the
eyes of elites as a violent and danoerous
element of society.

Africans and Indians
In the Americas
Africans accompanied the earliest
Spanish explorers in the Americas and

thereby made contact with Native
Americans from the beqinninq of the
Spanish conquest. Initial Spanish
settlement of Caribbean colonies
between 1493 and 1530 included freed
men and women of color. Additionally,
introductions of larqe numbers of
African slaves, mostly Christians from
Seville . Spain. occurred from 1501 and
1503. By the middle of the sixteenth
century as many as 18,500 Africans and
their descendants populated New Spain
(Mexico)."

Because both lJroupswere considered
laborers if not outricht slaves. the first
extensive relations between Indians and
Africans centered around their mutual
enslavement. Interracial unions likely
occurred first in the West Indies,
particularly due to the hi12hly
imbalanced sex ratio arnonq Africans
brought to the New World. According to
ethnohistorian Jack Forbes , a hilJh
number of Indian females offset the hilJh
number of African males. Another
mottva tion for African men to
intermarry with Indian women centered
on the Spanish law of the womb, that is.
a child's freedom rested on that of its
mother. This motivation became even
more salient after 1542, when many
Native Americans Qained liberation
from formal slavery. Followinq that
year. Indian women , at least
theoretically. could not be enslaved. For
their part. Indian women may have
found motivation for intermarrtaqe in
the sexual imbalance in their vtllazes .
Given the above incentives. the
population of free "Red-Black people"
rose steadily throuqhout the sixteenth
century. Forbes maintained that "this
free population. freed not by individual
Spaniards but by its native mothers'
status, represented a threat especially
whenever [that population] existed near
hostile native qroups or communities of
Red-Black cimertones (runaways). "\ 0
Sixteenth-century Spanish authorities
issued numerous laws and decrees in an
often futile attempt to control IndianAfrican alliances and offspring. A 1527
law required that blacks only marry
other blacks. In a similar vein , a 1541
decree required slaves to marry leqally,
in reaction to reports that African slaves
frequently kept "Qreat numbers of
Indian women, some of them
voluntarily. others a~ainst their wishes."
A decree (cedule) issued in 1551 and
reissued in 1584 noted "that many
neqros have Indian females as
mancebas (concubines) or threat them
badly and oppress them ." In 1572,
authorities issued a law requir tnq
children of African men and Indian
women to pay tribute "like the rest of
the Indians [although] it is pretended
that they are not [Indians]." KinlJ Phillip
II in 1595 ordered that unmarried nonnatives IivinQ arncnq Indians be
expelled from native villaqes.
Another branch of decrees and laws
focused on revolts and communities of
runaway slaves . A 1540 decree allowed
for cimerrones. or runaway African
slaves. to be pardoned only once. A
decree issued the same year stated that
cimerrones should not be castrated for
punishment for havtnz run away. Two
years later, laws appeared that placed
limitations on black mobility. As of 1542,
blacRs were not permitted to wander
through the streets at niQht. Additionally,
in 1551. Africans could no Ionqer serve
Indians and neither free nor enslaved
blacks or /obos (offspring of Indians and
mulattos) could carry weapons. In a
further limitation of African freedom . a
1571 law forbade free and enslaved
black women and mulattas from
wearinp qold , pearls , and silk . An
exception could be made, however, for
free mulattas married to Spaniards. who
had the rilJht to wear qold earrings and
pearl necklaces. Another reduction on
African and afrohtspano liberties came

in 1577 with a decree that free blaczs and
mulattos should live with known
employers, which would facilitate the
payment of tribute. In addition, a census
would be taken in each district and free
people of color were obltzated to advise
the local justice when they absented
themselves from their employer's
household . Finally, a report in 1585
noted that mestizos and mulattos
frequently played Ieadins roles amonq
Chichimeca rebels in the ZacatecasCoahuila reQion . 1 1 Such armed
resistance made the earlier restrictions
placed on African and Indian
movements and public behavior all the
more necessary, at least in the eyes of
Spanish authorities. Whether these laws
had any impact on the two Qroups
remains unknown , but the very
existence of such rules su~~ests that
Africans and Indians frequently
participa ted in all the activities
forbidden to them.
New Mexico's status as a province of
New Spain meant that the above laws
applied to Indians and Africans livinQ on
the far northern frontier. The Spanish
Archives of New Mexico include copies
of de crees and declarations of the kin~
and viceroy tha t clarified or chanced
earlier rules . For example, a 1706 order
compelled African descendants to attend church. furthermore , in 1785 New
Mexico Qovernor Joseph Antonio
RenQel received a letter advisinQ him
that the custom of brandtnc Africans on
the cheek and shoulder had been abolished. A 1790 vicereqal order Qranted
freedom to slaves escaping into Spanish territory from the United States. In
the interests of aQriculture, in 1804 KinQ
Carlos IVrenewed the pnvileqe held by
Spaniards and Ioreiqners of rmportinq
African slaves into specified SpanishAmerican ports. A related 1804 cedula
renewed the prrctlece of free importation of African slaves. Finally, in 1817,
KinQ Fernando VIIabolished the African
slave trade. Hence, extant documents in
New Mexico archives trace the ~radual
abolition of African slacery."
Partners in Rebellion and War
BeQinninQ with their initial contact,
Native Americans and Africans collaborated in committinq armed resistance
aqatnst Spanish exploiters. Historian
Kenneth W. Porter noted that "from the
earliest appearance of Neqro slavery in
the Spanish possessions, the Negroes,
when not enQaQed in Iomentinq revolts
among the neiQhborinQ Indians or startinQ insurrections on their own account,
seem to have contented themselves
with running away to take refuge amonz
the natives. " \3 This type of interaction
characterized relations between Africans and Indians in New Mexico from
the earliest Spanish exploration and
settlement ventures . On the 1594 Leyva
y Bonilla expedition, which wandered
as far as Wichita tribal lands in present
Kansas, soldier Antonio Gutierrez de
Humafia murdered Leyva y Bonilla and
then took over the expedition. At
Quivira, Wichitas killed the enttre entouraQe, except for one Spanish boy, Alonso
Sanchez, and a mulatta woman who
was half-burned. A 1601 expedition led
by New Mexico colonizer don Juan de
Onate learned that the boy and the
woman still lived and endeavored to
locate them. Onate, in fact. brouqht to
New Mexico in 1598 several African
slaves. Given the proximity of the initial Spanish settlement at San Gabriel to
San Juan Pueblo, it is probable that
Onate's slaves frequently tnterrninqled
with the San Juans."
In the decades Ieadinq up to the 1680
Pueblo Revolt, intense church and state
rivalry for, amonq other things, jurisdiction over the Pueblos, split the less than
200 vecinos (citizens, mcludlnq Spaniards, mestizos, and African descendants) into two vitriolic factions . In 1643,

Governor Pacheco executed ei~ht leadinQ citizens of Santa Fe. Incensed
Franciscan friars claimed he could not
have done so without the support of
strangers, a PortuQuese man, mestizos,
sambalugos (sons of Indian men and
African women), and mulattos. This
charqe suqqests the existence of a "racial creavace in New Mexico, with the
persons of non-Spanish ancestry supportlnq the secular side of the dispute."15
Such venomous disputes between
New Mexico's civil and reltqtous authorities showed Pueblos the weakness in the
Spanish Qoverninq structure. Additionally, nearby tribes attempted to throw
off the oppressive Spanish yoke. In his
book Apache. Navaho, and Spaniard,
Jack Forbes recounted a rebellion by
Conchos and Sumas in the present EI
Paso area, instigated by a mulatto servant. Forbes arcued that priests frequently employed mulattoes to control
mission Indians. As mentioned earlier,
mulatto servants at times emulated the
overbearing attitudes of Spanish overlords . When this happened, Indians revolted. In 1667, followtnq the death from
natural causes of a mission friar , Sumas
and Conches rebelled, killinQ a mulatto
servant and abandontnq the mission altoqether." At times, the marqinalization
both Indians and Africans suffered pitted them aQainst one another. In this
case, Africans who did their Spanish
masters' btddtnq incurred Native American wrath.
On the other hand, maroinltzauon
and intolerance by Spanish colonials
also threw members of the two Qroups
tocether in attempts to oust their oppressors. Rumors surroundmq the
Pueblo Revolt illustrate this type of co operation. According to Jack Forbes, the
Pueblo rebels included "mestizos and
mulattoes and people who speak Spanish."17 Since the early sixteenth century,
Spaniards had feared just such an alliance, and with qood reason. The Pueblo
Revolt had been preceded by numerous
similar alliances throughout Spanish
America. Slavery and Qeneral labor oppression created an atmosphere of resistance amonq marqtnaltzed peoples,
makinQ conditions favorable for the establishment of intimate relationships
between African descendants and Native Americans. \ 8
Reports by New Mexico Qovernor
Antonio Oterrnin and his military officers demonstrate that African-Indian interaction in the province led to what
Spaniards perceived as a frustrating and
threatentnc alliance. In a document
dated 9 Auuust 1680, the Pueblos
launched their attack on Spaniards,
Oterrnln related events reported by captured Indians.
There had come to them from
very far away toward the north
a letter from an Indian lieutenant of Po he yemu to the effect
that all of them in general
should rebel. and tha t any
pueblo that would not agree to
it they would destroy. kiIIing all
the people. It was reported that
this Indian Lieutenant of Po he
yemu was very tell, black and
had very large yellovr eyes. and
that everyone feared him
greatly. 19
Encouraged by the successful example
set by Pueblos, neiohbortnq tribes also
planned revolts. Worried Spaniards recorded these rumors in reports and letters as they tried to ascertain the extent
of the threat. On 29 Aucust 1680, Andres
Lopez de Garcia wrote to don
Bartolome de Estrada concerninq a
Suma plot. Similar to the 1667 Concho
and Suma rebellion discussed above,
this revolt resulted from a mulatto
servant's abuse of Indians. Lopez de
Garcia reported that the Suma actions
were "lnstlqa te d by only a few Indians,
who do not number more than eiQht. ..

Accordinq to the information I have, the
cause of it all is a mulatto who is on the
Rio de los Janos, a servant of .. . Father
Juan Martinez, because of what he did
to an Indian, whose ears he cut off." In
hopes of defusing the Suma rebellion,
Lopez de Garcia ordered the mulatto
servant arrested." Mistreatment from
any source incurred Indian retaliation.
Rebel Indians also formed alliances
with other mistreated Qroups, maRinQ
the Pueblo Revolt even more widespread and threateninq to Spaniards. On
several occasions Oterrnin noted his
frustration with such alliances. In order
to counteract a rear action conducted
by mounted Pueblo and Apache Indians and led by Picuris leader Luis
Tupatu, the ousted New Mexico qovernor retreated downriver toward his
Isleta stronghold. In his report of this
action, Oterrnin described a muchfeared alliance formed by Tupatus followers and "the confident coyotes.
mestizos. and mulattoes, all of whom
are skillful horsemen and know how to
manaqe harquebuses and lances. toQether with the main body and column
of the rest of the people of all the nations." Several days later, in a report reQardinQ the pacification of Isleta Pueblo,
Oterrnin castica ted the Pueblos and
their allies.
Obstinate and rebeIIious. they
have left their pueblo houses.
the grain upon which they subsist. and other things. taking
their families and fleeing with
them to the roughest of the sierras. joining together to resist
and wi//ing to lose their lives
rather than submit. Many mestizos. mulattoes. and people
who speak Spanish have followed them, who are skiIIful on
horseback and who can manage firearms as well as any
Spaniard These persons incited
them to disobedience and boldness in excess of their natural
iniquity.... 111
The importance of these alliances to
Pueblo strategy remains unknown, but
Spaniards forced to abandon New
Mexico viewed casta (mixed blood) cooperation with Indians as a disloyal and
threateninq act. Althouqh scholarship
and extant documents surroundtnq the
ReVolt do not reveal whether the Indiancasta alliance continued after 1682, I
would speculate that allied mestizos and
mulattoes intermarried with Pueblos
during the Revolt years (throuqh 1696).
Native Americans and castas shared a
marginal status in Spanish New Mexican
society, in which pretensions to power
required at least the illusion of limpieze
de sangre. Both Qroups stood to qain
from rebellion aQainst Spanish authority. By [oininq Pueblo rebels, New
Mexico castas constructed a Qroup identity as not-Spanish, which meant they
would no lonqer acquiesce, at least for
the Revolt years, in Spanish domination
over Pueblos and castas alilae.
Partners In Crime
Witchcraft provided another means
for the two qroups to work toqether toward a specific end. In one such case,
mulatta Juana Sanches, wife of Captain
Juan Gomes, obtained herbs from a
Tewa Indian woman livinQ at San Juan
Pueblo. Juana Sanches wanted to maae
her husband stop treating her badly. She
claimed that he beat her and that he was
enQaQed in a "bad friendship" (mala
amistad) with a concubine. The Indian
woman Qave Sanches two yellow roots
and two Qrains of blue corn with points
of white hearts inside. She chewed the
corn and anointed her husband's chest
with it, and repeated the exercise with
the herbs. Sanches added to her 1631
testimony to New Mexico's aQent of the
Inquisition that ten or twelve years prior,
hispanized (ladino) Mexican Indian

Beatris de los Angeles. wife of the alterez
Juan de la Cruz, visited her. Findinq
Juana Sanches to be sad from her
husband's mistreatment. Beatris de los
Anqeles counseled her to take a few
worms that live in excrement and toast
them, then put them in her husband's
food. With this, he would love her very
much and stop beatmg her. Sanches did
this, but to no avail. The potion did not
alleviate her situation.
Sanches also implicated her sister,
rnulatta Juana de los Reyes, in committinq similar activities. Sanches declared
that five or six years before, her sister
Juana claimed to know something
about herbs and roots, which she had
Qiven to her husband, mulatto Alvaro
Garcia, so that he would stop visitinQ
concubines. An Indian woman supplied
Reyes with the herbs and roots to anoint
her husband's chest. Juana de los Reyes
made her own declaration, stating that
she had been very sad because her husband was sleeptnq around and not stayinq in the house with her. So, she asked
her sister Juana Sanches for help .
Sanches said that she had an herb, Qiven
to her by an Indian woman, that was
Qood for such occasions . She Qave
Reyes three or four Qrains of corn and
Reyes qave this potion to her husband
in his food twice and also made an ointment for his chest. With this potion, her
husband loved her very much and forqot his vices . She Qave him the portion
another time in his food and anointed
his chest once more, but he woke up,
threw off her hand, and left her. Because
the potion now had no effect. she left
the situation in God's hands."
An tnteresunz question surrounds the
two mulatta women's close workinQ relationship with Indian curanderas. How
they made connections with Indian
women, and why they did not implicate
medicine women by name in their
depositions, remain unanswerable
questions. Additionally, in early Spanish colonial usace. mulatto frequently
referred to a person of Indian and African herttace, rather than its later usaze
as a referent for the offspring of African
and European unions ." Given this insiQht, it is possible that Juana Sanches
and her sister sprang from African and
Indian parentage. If so, they may have
10nQheld knowledQe of Indian and African curanderas and the types of situations that could be remedied with herbal
potions. Sanches and Reyes used their
connections with Indian medicine
women in desperate attempts to control
their husbands' abusive behavior. In order to Qain control, these two mulattas
relied on female knowledQe and crosscultural community.
In a similar case in 1632, a mulatto
servant named Dieqo de Sannaeo and
two mestizo soldiers, Pedro de la Cruz
and Geronimo Pacheco, participated in
Pueblo rellqious ceremonies held atSan
Juan Pueblo. Another soldier, Dteqo
Garda, testified that a Tewa Indian interpreter from Santa Clara Pueblo
named Luisillo told them that Pedro de
Ia Cruz took part in idolatry with the
Indians . He had "a creature dead there
in the oven" (a kachina in the kiva) and
offered cotton and other thinqs to the
devil. Additionally, Dteqo de Santiago
had been overheard commenting on
the beauty of Indian ceremonies performed at Alameda Pueblo. In his own
testimony, Santiago discussed dances he
witnessed at Alameda Pueblo three
years prior. He described in qreat detail,
but not in a nezattve tone, the activities
he saw in the kiva .
They danced for a while and
when they stopped dancing
they went to sleep and they returned in the morning and
danced and later they went
dancing to the kiva. and went
around the whole pueblo and
together at a corner they put
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everyone in a row and everyone gathered straw and earth
and with this, one Indian from
among them then took an arrow in his hands and passed by
everyone touching the arrow to
the chest, and at the end he
threw the arrow to the west and
all the Indians tossed the earth
and straw that they had kept in
their hands up to that point,"

This 1632 New Mexico Inquisition investiQation illustrates the Qreat interest and
awe with which castas viewed and discussed Pueblo reliqtous ceremonies.
Their enthusiasm for native reltcton
sometimes resulted in troublesome and
potentially dangerous Inquisition InvestiQations. For their part, Pueblos seemed
wiIIinQ to allow mestizos and African
descendants access to their sacred rituals, perhaps based on casta Indian and
African ancestry.
. ·Despite imperial efforts to keep Africans and Indians separate, social and
economic disempowermen t sometimes
led those at the bottom of the Spanish
empire's racial hierarchy to join forces
aqatnst exploittve ticos and mlddltnq
hispanos . On 23 June 1762 in Santa Fe,
testimony beqan in the criminal case
aQainst mulatto Luis Flores and genfzaro
(detribalized Indian) MiQuel Reafio, el
Teselo, for the robbery of a cow. Santa
Fe officials surveyed the houses of all
citizens livinQ on the edces of the mountains on the outskirts of town, searchinQfor siQnsof a recently butchered beef
cow. They found what they were lookinQ for at the home of Luis Flores. He
had indeed butchered the cow, and
Reafio had brought the animal to
Flores's home. New Mexico Qovernor
Tomas Velez Cachupfn ordered that the
beef be distributed amonq Santa Fe's
widows and other poor men and
women and that the two suspects be
imprisoned.
The testimonies that follow reveal a
confused situation in which middltnq
hispanos seem to have taken advantaqe
of their poorer and hunqrier netqhbors.
MiQuel Reafio testified that Antonio
Sandobal owned the cow and that his
son, Juan Sandobal, had sold the cow
to him in exchange for a horse. In his
declaration, Luis Flores claimed that he
planned to cut the brand from the cow
and Qive it to Antonio Sandobal , the
owner of the cow, and that he and
MiQuel Reafio would share the meat.
Juan Sandobal, however, declared that
he had not sold a cow to Reafio and tha t
he had not left his house at all, much
less to barter with Reafio : Twowitnesses
verified that Sandobal had not left his
house except to look for a horse to ride
to mass, so he could not have encineered the sale of a cow.
In liQht of these testimonies, Governor Velez Cachupin declared Luis Flores
and MiQuel Reafio Quiltyas charqed for
the robbery of a cow and condemned
the "criminals" to pay for the animal.
Because Reafio had no personal effects
other than his labor, Velez Cachupin
ordered him to serve Antonio Sandobal
until he had earned one-half the cost of
the cow. Luis Flores, for pain of his sin
and for settinc a bad example for the
Indian MiQuel Reafio , was sentenced to
repair Santa Fe's royal adobe butldings."
The bureaucratic Iancuace Spanish interroqators and scribes employed
makes it difficult for readers two and a
half centuries later to determine Quilt. It
does seem, however, that Luis Flores
and MiQuel Reafio, as members of the
lowest rune in Spanish society, never
stood a chance. In all likelihood, the
Sandobals passed off a rejected cow on
the unsuspectinc duo , and Qained a
monetary return, a horse, and free labor to boot. The town of Santa Fe benefited as well, QaininQ food for its poor
and free refurbishinQ work on royal
buildinQs. Flores and Reafio stood as the
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only losers. Yet, more importantly, this
case illustrates the ease with which Native Americans and African Americans
interacted.

Partners
Spanish colonial censuses and marriaQe reqisters record numerous leQal
unions between Native Americans and
African Americans-unions requlated
under the same "divide and conquer"
strateqy that Quided colonial officials '
thinkinQ in matter of crime and leQalslavery. Social laws forbade marriages between elite Spaniards and mixed bloods.
Many unions between these Qroups took
place, however, despite elite efforts to
maintain social honor and "pure" bloodlines.
lnterrnarrtaqes between the two
Qroups involved people in a variety of
circumstances." Frontier areas like New
Mexico served as a "cultu ral merQinQ
Qround and a marryinq Qround . " 27 Marrtaze records show the extent to which
New Mexico fit the above description.
Marriage mvesusauons (diligencias
mettimonieles) and entries in Catholic
matrimonial books (libros de
cesernientos) record siQnificant numbers of marital unions between persons
of African descent and Native Americans throughout New Mexico 's colonial
period. Pieced tocether. diligencias and
other sacramental records depict a landscape of interaction between Indians
and African descendants on the intimate
level of marriage, as well as in society
and the economy.
From 1697 to 1711, several mixed
couples restdtnq in New Mexico initiated
marital proceedincs. In 1697 , mulatto
widower Jose Gaitan, native of San Luis
Potosf , married Indian widow Geronima
de la Cruz , native of San Felipe, Chihuahua. Likewise, in 1711 mulatto Fabian
Naranjo married Tewa Indian Micaela
de la Cruz. Both spouses where New
Mexico natives." Similar unions took
place in EI Paso del Norte, which was a
part of New Mexico throughout the colonial period. For example, Maria
PersinQula, Indian from Ysleta del Sur
Pueblo, married free mulatto Cayetano
de la Rosa, native of Santa Fe, in 1736.
In 1738 Apache Antonia Rosa married
free mulatto Juan Pedro VaneQas. Yet
another Apache-African union occurred
in 1760 , between black slave and Conqo
native Joseph Antonio and Apache Indian servant Marzela."
While frontier fluidity facilitated
cross-cultural unions , it also fostered a
chaotic atmosphere in which biQamy
flourished . In one such case occurring
in 1634, two travennz soldiers discovered that mulatto Juan Anton, a recent
arrival in New Mexico from Nueva
Vizcaya, had two wives. He had married
a Mexican Indian named Ana Marfa in
Santa Fe. The soldiers met Juan Anton's
first Wife, an African slave woman, in
Cuencarne. Nueva Vizcaya while en
route to Mexico City. The first wife had
four or five children, all fathered by Juan
Anton. When he heard that denunciations had been made aQainst him for the
crime ofbiQamy, he disappeared. " Juan
Anton's choice of wives-first a black
slave and then a free Mexican Indiancomprises a strikinQ element of this
case. He may well have chosen his second wife in order to facilitate the birth
of free rather than enslaved offspnns.
as the status of children followed that
of the mother. Additionally, his marrtaces illustrate the ease with which
castas and Indians intermarried. Indeed,
New Mexico Inquisitor Fray Estevan de
Perea declared in 1631 that New
Mexico's population consisted of mestizos , mulattoes, and zambohijos (offsprinQ of Indians and mulattoes).31
Similarly, the 1750 Albuquerque census illustrates the deep intercultural contacts precipitated by frontier
demoQraphics and dynamics . Out of 191

families, eiQhteen households included
both Native Americans and African descendants. Some of these households ,
like that of mulatto couple] uan Samora
and Ynes Candelaria, included Indian
servants . In this case, nine-year-old
Marfa served Samora, Candelaria, and
their four children who ranzed in aQe
from nine years to two years . In other
households, Indians and mulattos lived
tozether as husbands and wives . For
example, mulatto Chrisanto Torres, aQe
thirty, and his forty-year-old Wife, Indian
Luisa Candelaria, lived with their four
dauchters. who ranged in aQe from two
to ten years. Out of the eiQhteen mixed
households, however, fifteen featured
Indians in service roles, although in
some cases Indians served aloncstde
mulatto or black servants. Clearly, by
1750 , some mulatto families achieved
socioeconomic distinction over the Native Americans with whom they had
once been equally marqtnalized."
Other Indian and mulatto families,
however, joined forces in land Qrant
ven tures. In 1751, Governor Velez
Cachupin issued the Las Trampas Qrant
as part of New Mexico 's Indian defense
policy. The Qrant location would serve
as a barrier to nomadic raiders and
would increase the amount of aqncultural land available to Santa Fe's poor.
Las Trampas petitioners hailed from the
Barrio de Analco neiqhborhood in Santa
Fe, whose residents were primarily
presidio soldiers, Mexican Indian servants, and Qenfzaros . Additionally,
Trampas settlers included African descendant Melchor RodrfQuez, his son ,
and his daughter. Hence, Las Trampas
settlers represented mixed Qenfzaro,
TIascalan, African, and Spanish bloodlines. As in the Qenfzaro settlements of
Abiquiu and San MiQuel del Bado, "the
task ofholdinQ frontier outposts aqatnst
Indian attack fell primarily to other Indians and mixed-blood Spaniards."33
After 1750 only one marrtace between
Indians and African descendants Qained
mention in the marrtaze record books
for Albuquerque. In this 1763 union,
mulatto Gabriel Barrera married Apache
Indian Maria." This lack of marrtaze
records could be attributed to a chance
in the way priests recorded marrtaqes.
As the eiQhteenth century progressed.
priests recorded ethnictty with less frequency. Or the lack of evidence for
marrtaqes between African Americans
and Native Americans may siQnal that
class and racial distinctions became far
more salient in the late colonial period.
Indeed, historian Ramon Gutierrez arQues that lncreasinc numbers of castas
in New Mexico friQhtened ticos, "who
expressed concern over the pollution of
their blood lines and the loss of honor."
In an attempt to control these racial dernocraphtc chances. New Mexico elites
turned to Ieqal skin color-based catezortes. borrowtnc heavily from schema
adhered to in central New Spain ."
A Qenre of patnttncs known as las
castas appeared in New Spain in the
mid- to late-colonial period. While these
patntinqs depicted the complex mixtures of people in Spanish America, they
also underscored the colony's strict social hierarchy, based larQely on skin piQmentation. According to scholar Nicolas
Leon, the castas distinction arose from
a societal understandinq that the products of tnterrnarrtaqes could not be considered of equal category and
importance between society. Therefore,
the distinction of castes emerqed. "each
one with a special name accordmq to
the class of the ortqtna! primitive element that formed it. " 36
Caste paintings simultaneously illustrated awareness of racial distinctions
and the widespread nature of racial minQlinQ. They showed husband, Wife, and
their mixed brood child, usually in a label describinQ the process. For example,
a casta paintinQ by IQnacio Castro, now

housed in Paris, proclaims, "De indo y
negra , nace lobo " (of a male Indian and
a female black a lobo is born). In this
portrait, the black woman is younq. Qractous. and operates an open air food
stand. Her husband, the Indian, extends
his hand to receive a plate of chiles,
which the little lobo hands to him with
a look of curiostty." In sum, this caste
patnttnc embodies a scene of domestic
tranquillity. On the other hand, caste
paintings also carried overt messages
recardtnc the vices of the lower .
classes-vices which interracial unions
exacerbated." Inscriptions on caste
palntlnqs ensured that audiences would
understand the artist's message about
dancerous racial mixtures . Yet, one
wonders if casta artists captured the
mood of Spanish colonial society with
such portraits, or if they served a more
didactic purpose, providfnq yet another
means through which colonial officials
attempted to "divide and conquer" the
lower classes.
Another tnterestinq element of caste
palntines concerns their implicit encouraqement of interracial relationships between Spaniards and other
Qroups. Some painunqs sUQQested that
domestic tranquillity increased in direct
proportion of amounts of Spanish
blood. Inscriptions even linked success
and mtelltqence to the presence of European blood." The upper runes of
Spanish colonial society, or at least the
artists, did not oppose interracial marriaqes per se. They did, however, associate dancer and violence with unions
between the most marqinaltaed and
disempowered Qroups . The rnarrtaqe
records cited above indicate that intimate relations between Native Americans and African Americans contin ued.
albeit at a reduced rate , in Iate-etqhteenth-century New Mexico. despite
class-based assumptions about lower
class tnterrnarrtaces. Indeed, it is likely
that racist assumptions embedded in
caste paintings had little impact on the
very Qroups depicted. Caste paintmqs
served to buttress upper class attempts
to disnnqutsh themselves from lower
classes rather than to discourage interracial marrtaqes.
In addition. caste pamttnqs symbolized elite attempts to revise New
Mexico 's racial heritage. Father Juan
Aqusttn de Morff penned an Account of
Disorders in 1778, in which he delineated the myriad problems facinQ New
Mexico. One area of Qreat concern to
Morff centered on the exploitation of
Indian pueblos by other castas. The
priest lamented that laws prohibitinq
Spaniards , mulattoes, mestizos, and
blacks from livinQ in Indian pueblos
were not enforced. Accordtno to Morfi.
Spaniards and castasfound life in Indian
pueblos much preferable to farming
their own lands, and all too often "they
shrewdly take advantage of the natural
indifference of those miserable people
to heap upon them new obltqations."
These obliQations included domestic
service and the elections of mulattoes
and coyotes as Indian pueblo Qovernors. Morff had nothtnq but scorn for
non-Indian cestes, particularly mulattos,
who he viewed as exploiters of victimized Pueblos. While he certainly disapproved of casta pre-tensions, Morff by
no means iQnored their presence. His
Account stands as one of the last documents to include African descendants
and to link them in interactions with
Indians."
WritinQ some thirty-four years later,
New Mexico rico don Pedro Baptista
Pino in his Exposition of the Province
of New Mexico, 1812, declared that "in
New Mexico there are no castas of African oriqtn . My province is probably the
only one with this preroQative in all of
Spanish America. At no time has any
casta of people of African oriQin been
known there." In makinQ this claim, Pino

deliberately revised New Mexico's racial
history. denytnq the existence of a small
yet visible Qroup of Africans and their
descendants. many of whom held Indian heritaee as well. Pinos denial symbolized an overt attempt by elites to
obliterate a history of racial mixtures
and alliances born of resistance to dominant Qroup exploitatton."
Thomas Patterson arqued that "from
early on ... African slaves and Native
Americans recocnized the commonality of their interests and experiences;
they had a sense of community that was
continually torqed and reproduced in
their everyday lives by virtue of the
places they shared in that system of exploitation called the colonial class structure. "42 That same colonial class
structure chipped away at African-Indian community alliances by elevauns
mixed bloods with European roots at the
expense of Africans , Native Americans.
and the children of their unions. The
"divide and conquer" strateqy under the
Quise of class differentiation. kept Black
Indians in New Mexico from formmq an
identity as a distinctive third Qroup . Yet.
as this paper has shown. African descendants and Native Americans interacted
as partners in rebellion and war. partners in crime, and sexually intimate
partners. These interactions reveal a
web of cooperation, but also a web of
silences. Such IinkaQes are now the stuff
of obscure archival records and little
known oral tradition, such as Zuni stories of a murdered Black Mexican re lated to Cushins over a century azo. Yet
Black-Indian interaction surely left
subtle Ieqacies. It seems likely that African and Indian cultural elements
meshed tozetner. Iorrntnc something
that centuries later appeared to be exclusively Indian in heritage. For example, Native American heallnq arts,
trickster folklore, and creative arts may
have been reconficured over the course
of centuries of interaction with Africans.
Late eiQhteenth-century class differentiation destroyed the cross-cultural
alliances and shared experi-ences that
qive birth to African-Native American
interaction . Elites like don Pedro
Baptista Pino and the artists responsible
for the castaspatnnnss tried valiantly to
make the web of interaction invisible.
The fiction of Iimpieze de senote and
desire for Ieqittmacy in a place in which
mixed bloods were tncreastnqly salient
required the denial of African roots.
Moreover. imperial exploitation had the
unintended consequence of pushing
powerless Qroups into an alliance, such
as the 1680 Pueblo Revolt. Thus. the case
of colonial New Mexico shows that exploitation can foster linkaQes between
Qroups and squelch Qroup formation .
D.5.McD.
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Dedre Shawn McDonald: I am originally from
Lake Jackson. TX (small city along the Texas
Gulf Coast about 60 miles southwest of Houston) . / was graduated from Texas Lutheran
University (Seguin, TX) in 1991 with a BA in
History and Spanish (summa cum laude). /
completed the MA at the University of Wisconsin -Madison in the Graduate Program in
Women 'sHistory in 1993 . /n the Fall of 1994 /
began doctoral studies in the Departmen t of
History at the University of New Mexico. My
major fields are ll.S. West and Comparative
Women and Gender. My minor field is Colonia/ Latin America. / advance to candidacy this
Spring (1997). I am particularly interested in
western women 's history. especially in the
Spanish and Mexican periods of todey's
American Southwest. My dissertation centers
on women who worked as domestic servants
in Spanish colonial and Mexican Texas, New
Mexico. California, and the northern tier of
Mexican states (Sonora . Chihuahua, Coahuila,
Temeulipes) . / have chosen this topic because
working-class women appear in documents
in their roles as domestic servants and because domestic service offers a unique win dow on women private lives .My future plans
are to complete the dissertation and teach,
research, and write history in a college or
university. Some recent honors (in addition
to the Myra Ellen Jenkins scholarship) include:
1997Andrew Mellon Fellow at the Huntington Library. San Marino. CA: 1997 Miss Ima
Hogg Foundation Travel Award, Center for
American History. Llniv. of Texas-Austin ; 1995
DabneyAward for Best Graduate Paper. UNM
Dept. of History.
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In-venting the
Southwest: The Fred
Har-vey Company and
Nati-ve American Art
The Albuquerque Museum
June-September
The American Sou thwest has lured visitors for decades - visitors who come
to experience the diverse and lush landscapes , the unique and often extreme
climates . and the Widely emulated
"Southwest style." Yet. until the early
part of this century. few outsiders encountered the Southwest and its indiqenous people. All that chanced when the
railroads linked both shores of the continent and encouraged travelers to become tourists .
A new and prosperous business venture - the fred Harvey Company Indian Department - was born, first at the
Alvarado in Albuquerque and at Hopi
House at the Grand Canyon, then at locations throughout the Southwest. The
Indian Department followed a plan of
exhibitinq and marhetinq cultures that
had been successfully utilized at world's
fairs and that still attracts visitors to the
Southwest today.
An exhibition orcantzed by the Heard
Museum, Phoenix. Arizona, Inventing

the Southwest: The fred Harvey
Company and Native American Art
will run June 15-September 16, 1997.
Demonstrations will be qiven in the qalIery. usuaIIy Thursday through Sunday;
please call the Museum Education Division for a schedule. Twoboozs about the
exhibit will be for sale in the qift shop,
La Tienda. The Great Southwest of the
Fred Harvey Company and the Santa Fe
Railway and Inventin~ the Southwest:
The Fred Harvey Company and Native
American Art, alone with other books
such as The Harvey Girls.

The Albuquerque Museum is located
at 2000 Mountain Road NW near Old
Town . Museum admission is free and
tours may be arranqed by callmq 2437255. Museum hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, 9 a .m . to 5 p.m.; closed
Mondays and City holidays. The Albuquerque Museum is accessible to persons with disabilities.

~~~

ACHALLENGE
1997 marks the 30th anniversary of the
Silver City Museum and, we hope, the
completion of a major Iandscaptnq
project which has been in the planning
staze for several years. We want the
outside of the Museum to be as lovely
as the buildinq itself, and for this we
need your help.
This professtonally-desiqned landscaptnq project will be the crowninz
touch for our major facility improvements made over the past ten
years . Half of the estimated $30,000
project cost has already been raised,
with $10,000 in capital outlay Lodqer's
Tax fundine from the Town of Silver City
and a challenge qrant from an anonymous donor. who wiII match dollar for
dollar for every donation up to $5,000.
Much of the labor on the project is beinq performed by Town employees, allowinq the funds for walkways, qates,
new fencinc. benches, seating walls,
planters, sculpture mount, trees, shrubs,
and other plants to qo much further.
The first phases of landscape construction are now underway, and visitors wiII be able to enjoy our new brief
walkways . On the fourth of July, we
dedicated a freestandinq metal sculpture by Karen Yank, created throuqh the
New Mexico 1% for the Arts Proqram. .
Your help is needed to fund the finishinq touches that wiII maae the Museum courtyard fulfill its potential as a
qarden spot for the entire community.
Contributors of $500 or more will be
recoqntzed on a plaque to be installed
in the courtyard. All donations are, of
course, tax deductible. Contact the Silver City Museum at 312 West Broadway,
Silver City, New Mexico 88061.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Myth of Santa Fe:
Creating a Modern
Re~ional Tradition
By Chris Wilson
University of New Mexico Press, 1997
Cloth: $75.00- Paper: $39.95
Two Reviews
a review by Agnesa Reeve

In his introduction to The Myth of
Santa Fe: Creatin~ a Modern Regional Tradition, architectural historian Chris Wilson states that it is a "myth
in the pejorative sense of the word - a
half-truth. something made up. " He ~oes
on to insist that it is also "a myth in the
honorific sense. ..something that provides a unifyin~ vision of the city, ..and
that has fostered one of the most active
art and rnyth-maainq centers in the
United States."Very little about the myth
that the author considers "honorific"
comes throuqh in this four-hundred
pace volume.
The wide-ranQin~ introduction covers the human condition from Hollywood to Sir Walter Scott. the romantic
movement. Eurocentric attitudes. "c ulture with a capital C." and intersperses
all with a ~enerous use of socioloqical
jarQon like "cultural relativism." Manipulation is the basis for Santa Fe's"successful ilIusion of authenticity" accordin~ to Wilson. Why, in this chapter. he
has chosen to Qive the Museum of New
Mexico and its "Anqlo-American staff"
sole responsibility for Santa Fe 's
"tricultural" emphasis is a mystery, especially when. in later chapters. he discusses the many entities and individuals who had no connection to the
museum but who were a part of that development: the Santa Fe Railway,
Cleofas JaramiIIo and the Sociedad
Follalorica. the City of Santa Fe itself,
Charles F. Lummis. Harry H. Dorman.
John Gaw Meem. innumerable other
artists , writers and entrepreneurs.
At his best. the author uses colorful
detail to make his point. For example,
in discussinq influences on New Mexico
over the years, he describes their variety. "Don Quixote. Montezuma.
Coronado. and Plains Indians in war
bonnets have all made appearances set
amid buildings patterned on California
Missions, the Moorish Alhambra , and
Pueblo viIIaQes. accompanied by everythin~ from Mariachi music to Peruvian
panpipes, Spanish rice to Texan fajitas ."
The body of the volume bectns with
a clear, straisht-torward. and concise
explication of the political and architectural history of the recton from the
Anasazi to 1912, the statehood year, No
better explanation of buildinQ practices
could be written than the paragraph on
the lack of specialization in structures.
"So m e tables and chairs under
a portal made a restaurant; a
Ienqth of rope, some mats , and
a portal served as a marketplace; a room on short-term
lease became a hotel. The same
room could later be occupied
by a saloon and, stilI later, by a
trader tryin~ to dispose of his
waQonload of dry Qoods before
returrnne to Missouri or pressinQ on to Chihuahua. A sala
used as a ballroom one evening
became a courtroom the next
day; and later a Qamblin~ hall.
public meeting room. lecture
hall, or school. The plaza itself
served as anythinq from a parade Qround or bullring to a
carnpzround. storage yard. and
social center,"
In comments on the late nineteenth
century. racialist attitudes share attention with Greek ReVival. California mis6

sion. classicism, and Pueblo architectural styles, with the railroad's arrival
and with prominent individuals such as
Bishop Larny, Simon Delqado and
Charles F. Lurnmls . The struQQle for
statehood emphasized the diverse nature of New Mexico's culture with statehood boosters talkinQ about "American"
territory. and tourism boosters prornotinQ its intrinsically Ioreiqn "romance. "
The latter included professional photographers Brown and Brown who "focused
their cameras primarily on the old unimproved quarters of town in stereos
entitled 'Burro Alley: 'EI Horne.' 'Mexican Residence: and 'The Dirt Roofs ...·
At this chronoloqical point in the
book, 1912, occurs one of two slick-paper interjections, "Interludes ," a device
presumably planned for the inclusion of
some very Qood color plates, but to
which the first reaction may be that it
was a mistake at the printers. In the essay, "Adobe Camouflage." the author'S
basically disapprovinq attitude is clear;
so is his discussion. "The ironic chance
from adobe butldtnos disqutsed as stone
or brick to stone, brice. and concrete
bulldlnqs slmulatinq adobe epitomizes
the reversal of Santa Fe's identity between 1875 and 1915."
"Pa rt Two, Modern Santa Fe" continues the architectural history in detail.
Wilson starts with the romantic-picturesque movement in Europe, the development of Pueblo-Spanish style. and the
anomalistic Scottish Rite Temple. His
discussion of the Museum of New
Mexico-School of American ArchaeoloQY, its leadinQ Ii~ht, EdQar Lee Hewett,
and only sIiQhtly lesser Iiqhts Jesse
Nusbaum. Kenneth Chapman . and
Sylvanus Morely may tell the reader
more than he realized he wanted to
know about the subject.
The year 1912 brouqht a completed
renovation of the Palace of the Governors , alone with a comprehensive city
plan , The New Mexico contribution to
the San Die~o Panama-California Exhibition in 1915 enormously influenced
the direction of buiIdinQ in Santa Fe. The
Santa Fe buildtnq at the EXhibition. desi~ned by the architectural firm of Rapp.
Rapp, and Hendrickson, was an amalQamation of Acoma mission, San Felipe
Pueblo mission, and various other features . The desiqned was enlarzed and
other missions represented when it took
form in the Fine Arts Museum in Santa
Fe.
In 1921 La Fonda, "a splendid tourist
hotel," also desiqned by Rapp, Rapp,
and Hendrickson, employed a vocabulary of Pueblo and Spanish forms . By
now. a sizable artists community had
developed in Taos and Santa Fe. One of
the earliest arrivals, sculptor Carlos
Vierra, built the first irnposinq private
house in the Pueblo/Spanish style. Wilson says it is a part from appearance, "a
typical suburban home of the era," but
the statement is more Qlib than accurate.
It is true that the first floor is not used
only for storage, as in the old pueblos,
but what "typical suburban home" was
first designed with no kitchen? Most artists built more modest homes. for which
the simple Pueblo-Spanish style was
well adapted.
In his chapter. "Mexican 0, SpanishAmerican: Chicano, Hispanic," Wilson
explores the si~nificance of labels . In
New Mexico , these terms have waxed
and waned in popularity as Qroups with
Mexican or Spanish ancestry adopted
them and often attached attitudes to the
names. (This varies with location. In
southwest Kansas for example, most of
the Hispanic population refuses to accept "Chicano.")
"Pure" ancestral bloodlines have always been prized in every society and
nowhere more than in the Spanish New
World . Wilson delves into this far from

new idea and into the efforts made in
Santa Fe to recall and retain the Spanish culture, Foremost was Cleofas
JaramilIo and her Sociedad Polzlortca.
an orqanlzation whose membership was
limited to thirty women of Spanish descent and dedicated to the preservation
of their herttaee. As the author points
out, "Sp a n ish-Am e rica n ," "MexicanAmerican, " "Mexicano. " and "Chicano, "
sometimes si~nify political as well as
ethnic positions. The inclusion of an
analysis of the current (1990s) ethnic/
political situation in the city, tncludtnq
Mayor Debbie Jaramillo. can only be explained as planned obsolescence.
"Interlude: Coyote Consciousness, "
a~ain . has ~ood-IookinQ color plates , It
is an art/socioloqy essay, more sociolo~y than art.
Fiesta. Catholic and fraternal parades.
and other paoeants are covered in a
10nQ chapter consisting primarily of entire accounts quoted from the Santa Fe
New Mexican, Santa Fe Magazine, and
other sources. The history of Fiesta. intermittent and evolvlnq, is interestinq,
and perhaps even more is the story of
an unofficial addendum. "Pasa tte mpo ."
a lively, irreve ren t series of additions to
the event initiated in 1924by poet Witter
Bynner and social activist Dolly Sloan.

M YT H OF
.I S A N T A FE
THE

CR E .~ T I NG

A MOD ERN R EG IO NA L T RADIT I O N

Movin~ into the modern era. the Society for the Restoration and Preservation of New Mexico Missions, and its
volunteer architect. John Gaw Meem,
received close attention in their work
with adobe structures, In addition to his
restoration efforts, Meem. the premier
Santa Fe style architect from the late
1920s to the 1960s, built larQe houses in
that mode for wealthy newcomers like
Amelia Hollenback and Cyrus
McCormick
Until the 1950s,the consensus in Santa
Fe embraced adobe-Iooleine buudmzs.
new or old. Be~inninQ in 1952, however.
Wilson says tha t consensus was
"violated . . .by a ~eneration of youns
modernist-trained architects ... [who]
build rather rustic western interpretatio ns of modernism." Prominent in the
movement was architect John Conron
who , with his partner David Lent, remodeled a downtown red-brick couace
into a retail store whose "articulated
wooden structure and cantilevered balcony projecting throuch a Qlass curtain
wall made it fine Western Modernism . . ."
It was not fine . however. with the traditionalists. As a result. a desiqn control
ordinance was drafted and the fiQht beQan . The major disaqreernent that
Conron. alone with other members of
the newly created Southwest Destcn
Council, brought to traditionalist leaders, writer and artist Oliver Laf'arqe.
]ohn Meem, and architect Irene Von
Horvath, was that the ordinance as written addressed conformity in new construction without providing for preservation of old , The ordinance was

adopted, but interest in preservation
also was aroused.
The ordinance has been rewritten
more than once, always amid controversy. (Service on the Design Control
Board is recognized as one of the most
thankless jobs in town.) Anyone familiar with Santa Fe knows how bitterly
owners approach any control of their
windows, roofs, or Qarden walls .
Wilson'sexplanation of preservation efforts . failures and successes is complete,
and includes a plea for the freedom of
vernacular residential butldinq on the
city's West Side.
The prose of The Myth of Santa fe
is disconcerting because it seems to be
written in the styles of two different authors. On architecture it is succinct and
effective. On racism it is often strident
and can be as obscure and academic as
socioloqtcal rhetoric usually is.
The opinions here are politically correct in 1997. and not controversial except in deqree and the occasional shriII
tone. No one questions that there are
racial tensions in Santa Fe, and that until recently an aQQressive AnQlo minority was atternpuno to oppress an ethnic
majority. In supportinq his basic "m anipulation" theme, sometimes the author seems to be pounding square facts
into the round holes of his premise. For
example, he derides Santa Fe's burying
utility lines as a symptom of an imaqeobsessed community when. of course,
it is simply common practice today.
The volume offers a wealth of acts as
well as opinion. The illustrations are outstanding both in number and interest.
many of them rarely seen before. There
is an index and a plethora of notes. Referrtnc to an endnote, the reader seldom
finds a chatty aside from the author, but
rather an array of citations drawn up in
a line of defense for the paragraph.
It is true that one temptation of the
heavily researched piece is the inclusion
of every reference. Violet Ie duc and
PU~in. OK, but Goerthe? Mickey Mouse?
It may come from the enthusiasm with
which an author embraces his theory everythinq in the universe tmptnqes on
it. In this case it may also reflect the
author's determination to show his subject is universal. not local. In both his
acknowledgments and notes he expresses chaqrtn that the National Endowment for the Humanities turned
down his application for support for this
book on the Qrounds that it was too reQional in scope.
Dense with information on who
wielded what influence in town and
why, this may be the definitive political
history of architecture in Santa Fe; it also
reminds one that Santa Fe was quite a
small town until the last two decades.
Readers familiar with Santa Fe will be
interested in the blcaertnq and prejudices described in the booz. and perhaps in the polemic on Iarqer social issues. However. it may occur to them
that in examining the town. the author
has failed to consider another facet of
the "myth" - the indefinable charm, that,
in spite of drouqht. racism, politics, and
even fake adobe. illuminates Santa Fe.
A.R.
and by Carl Sheppard

The Myth tells the story of how the
town of Santa Fe Qot the way it ts and
what it now is, It is an important book.
The text is extremely well researched;
almost always Wilson checks the
sources mentioned in secondary texts
or surveys. as if he refused to accept any
conclusion other than his own.When he
does, he is most Qenerous in acznowledQinQhis debt. The writmq flows easily
and pleasantly.
There are eiQht chapters divided into
two parts: Part One: Santa Fe Before It

Became a Style and Part Two : Modern
Santa Fe. Interspersed amonq the eiQht

chapters divided into the Parts are the
essays: Some are Paradoxes of Modern
Cultural Identity, Adobe Camouflage,
Coyote Consciousness, and a Myth
Worth Believlno. As the reader quickly

realizes , the Myth is a cultural history
presented from a distinct point of view.
Wilson emphasizes political history,
race, QenealoQY. architectural history,
tourism. and the use of fiestas as phenomena of social and cultural aspirations. In the development of these subjects , he may well offend those who hold
their self-perceptions through the Myth.
The Conclusion: A Myth Worth Believing contains a brief summary of the important themes Wilson has developed
but it starts with a shocker: the internment of the Japanese-Americans in
Sa nta Fe durinq World War II, which he
calls "The Repressed Story". Indeed as
a late comer to Santa Fe, some twenty
years, this reviewer had not been aware
that the ll .S. Government had placed
some of those unfortunates in Santa Fe.
The internment camps leads the author
to the first "of three related forms of denial" he sees in the present condition of
the city. (This is a stranqe justification for
"A Myth Worth BeIievinQ".) The second
omission is the Spa nish use of force and
suppression of Native American culture
and thirdly, the American repression of
both the Hispanic and Native American
lanQuaQes and cultures; "The omission
of this history of repression allows past
injustices to fester. " He characterizes
these themes as "the omission of violent
repression, the denial of racial and cultural mixing and the suppression of evidence of the modern world."
The trouble with selecting these concepts from the history of Santa Fe is that
they belonq not only to this city but to
the country, USA at larQe. These are not
to be isolated for Santa Fe alone but are
part of the culture of the whole country . In other words , Wilson not only
tak es the history of Santa Fe to task but
that of American history attozether. His
views on the contemporary situation of
our culture seem to have been formed
from a Quaker-like utopianism currant
just before World War II amonc idealist.
such as Wilson's mentor batnbrldqe
bununc . This attitude is somehow
melded with the liberalism of the 1960s
which consider the aQrarian, and supposedly free untrammeled settlement of
the country was besmirched by economic necessity and elitism. Be that as
it may, Wilson finds elitism. the concentration of wealth and a livelihood based
on tourism in the case of Santa fe as
morally deplorable. Throughout his text,
Wilson uses strongly derogatory words
to underscore his poin t of view.
This betnq said, turn to the extraordinary case record Wilson has constructed
of the history of Santa Fe. It is a Qreat
contribution to our understanding of
the contemporary cultural forces of our
locality.
c.s.

NEW MEXICO'S fiNEST:

Peace Officers killed in the
Line of Duty, 1847-1996
By Don Bums
(Santa Fe: New Mexico Department
of Public Safety, 1996. xx + 275 pp.
Illustrations, appendices,
bibliography, index. Paper.)
Published by
University of New Mexico Press
Reviewed by Elvis E. Fleming

This book honors 130 peace officers
who have been killed on the job since
1847 and whose names appear on the

New Mexico Law Enforcement Memorial in Santa fe. This is the second edition of the booz, the first was in 1990
with eiQhty -eiQht officers honored.
Since that time. ten more have been
killed and thirty-two others have been
uncovered by research.
Each officer's story is told briefly in a
few paces. and photographs of many of
them are included. The articles are arranced in alphabetical order by the
name of the law enforcement aQency
for which they worked. from AlamoQordo to Valenda County. State and federal aQencies and officers . as well as
those of counties. cities , and towns, are
presented in the book. The famous and
the obscure are found side by side. the
famous mostly beinQ those associated
with the Lincoln County War and other
frontier Violence. such as William Brady
and Pat Garrett. Most of the others are
not well known outside their own areas.
Vickie Chavez of Parrmncton. who died
in 1992. has the dubious distinction of
beinc the only woman to die while carryinQ out her law enforcement duties.
Some readers, like this reviewer. will
likely be able to add the names of others who should be included in any possible future editions of the book. such
as Chief Deputy Rufus J. Dunnahoo of
Chavez County. who was killed in 1931.
Bullis' narratives are quite readable
and are not over-loaded with police jarQon. The footnotes and btblioeraphy
provide a wealth of leads for researchers who would like to learn more about
the slain officers.
Don Bullis is a Special AQent in the
Criminal lntelliqence Section of the
NMDPS. The book was published by the
Tratninq and RecruitinQ Division and the
Special lnvesttqations Division, alone
with the help of the New Mexico Sheriff's
and Police Association.
E.E.F.

Drawing of large shield in the upper Chaco.
The major configuration is pecked while the
detail is incised. (Rod~ Art in New Mexico , Polly
Schaafsma. UNM Press, 1975.)

Great Bxcavattons. Tales of
Early Southwestern
Archaeolo~y,

1888-1939
By Melinda Emot
Santa Fe, NM: School of American
Research Press, 1995
Distributed by the University of
Washington Press
xvii + 251 pp. 136 BIWphotos, map,
notes, bibliography, index.
$40.00 (doth), $20.00 (paper)
Reviewed by Curtis F. Schaafsma
Laboratory of Anthropology
Museum of New Mexico

ReadinQ Great Excavations was a
sheer delicht for me. One way or another, the people and projects so well
illuminated in this very well done volume are a backqround to everythinq
archaeologists have been doinq since
the mid-1950s. The results of this early
era remain basic to what we have been
doinQ as archaeoloqists and much of
what we are still doinq. Understandmq
these people. their motivations and institutional settings is essential to understandins this foundation upon which
contemporary archaeology was built.
Melinda Elliot has a journalist's eye for
character development. Each of the key
people is developed and maintained
with as much care as a novelist would.
On the other hand, personally RnowinQ,
or knowinQ about many of these people

since the mid 1950s I can attest that in
nearly every case she is riQht on tarqet
in deflnlnq the characters and the tensions between characters . This is not
simply a book for the detached amateur;
it is essential knowledQe about the
people who set contemporary southwestern archaeology on its ortctnal trajectory. Many times current debates are
Qrounded in the personal tensions and
alliances that were defined well back in
the era of these Great Excavations.
Scholars too are human and Melinda
has done a fine job of documentlnq this
human dimension of southwestern archaeoloqy. It is a brilliant piece ofworR.
I first became involved with some of
these people in the summer of 1959
when I worked with Alden Hayes on the
survey of the cliffs in Wetherill Mesa of
Mesa Verde National Park. As we made
our way with ropes and wire ladders
into hidden little cliff dwellings we became used to Itndtnq John Wetherill's
and Charlie Mason's names written in
charcoal on the walls. We sometimes
found the remains of their lunches and
had the distinct feelinQ that nobody had
been into the dwellinqs since John .
Charlie and their friends had been there.
They really were Qood at scramblinq
into caves, and I thinR they had been
into all of them before us . That same
summer Alden and I worked with AI
Lancaster excavattnc a pithouse on
Chapin Mesa and personally connected
with somebody very much involved in
the early era-and who was proud of it.
Later on in 1966 when I was a rancer
archaeoloqtst at Navajo National Monument, Polly Schaafsma and I did a survey of the rock art in TseQi Canyon. We
used the publications of the Rainbow
BridQe Monument Valley Expedition as
our Quide to the cliff dwellinos in the
little visited canyons of the TesQi drainaQe. In all of these remote cliff dwellinQs we found the site numbers left by
the expedition, and as at Wetherill Mesa .
there was the distinct feelinQ that we
were some of the very next people to
Qet into some of these places since they
had been there. It is a matter of personal
connection.
I found Melinda's treatment of the
sponsorship and fundinq of each of the
expeditions almost as tasctnattnq as the
people and their various adventures.
One could take the basic data in her
book and develop a separate article on
the chanQinQ institutional Qoals and priorities from the earliest years until the
late 19305. One could think of this backward from the most recen t project she
covered, the Rainbow BridQe Monument Valley Expedition, which was
funded very much like a contemporary
Earthwatch project with the participants
payinQ a fee. As she noted, student tuition fees paid most of the expedition
expenses (p.195), even thouqh Ansel Hall
raised some money from private
sources. She also found out that Ansel
Hall was scopine out a huce. potential
National Park-somethinQ I did not
know. Apparently John Wetherill was
aware of and party to this aqenda since
he was appointed Associate Director of
the expedition (p.199). That would have
certainly chanced things .
The 1934-1935 excavation of
Snaketown was funded by Harold SterIinQGladwin who was also Emil Haurys
boss . Melinda ferreted out such interestinQ facts as Gladwin had been a Wall
Street tycoon who sold his seat on the
Stock Exchange in 1922 and moved to
Arizona. Bncouraeed by Frank Pinkley.
Gladwin had the Gila Pueblo Research
Center built in 1934 and beqan fundinQ
archaeological research. His was also
not the dispassionate dispersal of funds
for independent research by scholarshe was clearly involved in the content
of the research. This kind of funding can
have a very definite impact on the ideas
and interpretations that an archaeolo-

Qistputs forward . Melinda did a fine job
of documennnz this state of affairs.
which I suspect still finds Gladwins interpretations upheld in Arizona as if they
had been cast in concrete.
The Awatobi project was also primarily funded by a business tycoon. William Henry Claflin. who apparently did
not meddle in the content of the
archaeoloqtsts interpretations. Nevertheless. it was private money in the
middle of the depression. Claflin had
visited Hopi in 1912 when he was 19
years old and wanted to diQ there (p.
164). Melinda also brought out one of
the major faiIinQs of this and most of
these earlier projects:while the sponsors
were wiIIinQ to fund the field expeditions, they often did not fund the timeconsuminq and expensive analysis and
report writinQ phases which, of course,
led to many of the projects beinq poorly
reported.
Aqatn. one could take the basic information Melinda has Qathered and produce a tascmattnc study of the history
of funding projects and the varytnq results that came from the different
projects. When the main Qoal of the expedition sponsor is obtaininq artifacts
for a museum, as seems to be the case
with the Hawizuh expedition, there is
not likely to be much money available
for the project director to write a final
report. Melinda handles this Achilles
Heel of the profession with precision
and care. It is a major point and she had
documented it well.
This is a book about people. expeditions and sponsors. It is not a bOOR
about the topic these people were studyinQ. It is a wonderful and well-documented 10012 at the people and the
projects, but it should not be reqarded
as a source of information about the
topic of archaeoloqy. However. the citations can Qive the interested reader
Quidance to the literature that deals with
the subject. In this vein , the epilocue
should be iQnored as a summary of the
chances in contemporary archaeology
With the exception of the epilogue.
this is an extraordinarily well done
documentary of an important era that I
hiQhly recommend to a wide audience
includtnq all practicinq arcnaeoloststs
and museum professionals.
c.F.5.

SPANISH NEW MEXICO
The Spanish Colonial
Arts Society Collection
Edited by Donna Pierce
and Marta Weigle
Museum of New Mexico Press 1995
2 Volumes-Boxed, Paperback $60 .00
Reviewed by E. Donald Kaye
Spanish New Mexico is a blockbuster
of a bOOR (bOORS really, since there are
two volumes) that will deliQht anyone
interested in Spanish colonial and Hispanic art as represented by objects in
The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, which is the subtitle of the slipcased. soft-cover work. All this despite
the fact that the foreword by Anita Thomas begins with the statement that when
Juan de Onate arrived in New Mexico
". ..he was accompanied by hundreds of
Spanish families ,. ."- a historical inaccuracy in that it is Qenerally aQreed that
of the men with Onate. 130were accompanied by their families.
The Spanish Colonial Arts Society has
been and is instrumental both in the
preservation of objects, both historic
and contemporary, and in the encouraQement of present-day santeros and
other artists and craftsmen who work in
the Spanish colonial tradition. The Society accomplishes these purposes pri(Con tin ued peoe s) ~
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marily through the purchase of
contemporary works and, when opportunity presents, historic objects, and by
puttinq on "Spanish Market"-a Iarqe
show and sale by "approved" artists on
Santa Fe's Plaza in July. and a smaller,
indoor market at some venue in Santa
Fe in the month of December. Participatinq artists who choose to do so may
enter a limited number of pieces for
juried awards. Society membership is
open to anyone upon the payment of
modest annual dues .
The Society, founded in 1925, as one
of its first and certainly most major acts
of preservation. in 1929purchased from
private owners the famed shrine, EI
Sanctuario de Chimayo which it then
deeded to the Catholic Archdiocese of
Santa Fe which operates it today as a
church, and perhaps not incidentally, as
a v~ry popular attraction to those seekinQ healing through faith , as well as to
tourists. As pointed out in the Preface,
all but 39 of the Society's collection of
over 2,500 objects were acquired since
1951 though most of the pieces are from
the colonial period through the 1800's.
While the collection includes mostly
New Mexican art, it also has works from
Spain . the Philippines. Latin America
and some non-Hispanic, reliQious
pieces. As far as I know, the Society
doesn't collect buildings any more.
The "meat" of the first volume of the
set beQins with a historic in troduction
by Dr. Donna Pierce. a well known,
Widelypublished art historian, who also
authored all (but one) of the rernaininq
chapters of the volume-those havin~
to do with Saints in the Hispanic World,
Saints in New Mexico, Furniture, Straw
Applique, Tinworb. Utilitarian Implements and, with a co-author, the chapter on Precious Metals. The remaining
chapter, that on Textiles, was written by
Teresa Archuleta Sa~el, herself a noted
weaver. Dr. Pierce's annotated historical
introduction is well-written, nicely concise and contains no inaccuracies of
which I am aware. I believe even the
most picky historian will enjoy it. Her
other chapters are equally enjoyable, as
is the one on weaving. Ms . Sa~el is not
only a weaver. but is a scholar and a
~ood writer.
The second volume of this set repeats
the Foreword and Preface from the first
volume (thus makin~ each self -contained and capable to bein~ sold separately) and aqain has a Historical
Introduction , this one by Dr. Marta
Wei~le of the University of New Mexico,
another well-known, oft-published
writer. Thisvolume is titled HispanicArts
in the Twentieth Century. Dr. Wei~le's
introduction starts ~enerally with New
Mexico statehood in 1912 and the efforts
~~~~~

~~
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of various New Mexicans to preserve,
amonc other thtnqs, the new State's herita~e. She mentions a ~roup that included ex-Territorial Governor Bradford
Prince, the then Archbishiop of Santa Fe,
Albert B. Fall (see. he did somethlnq
~ood!), Bronson Cuttino and some of
the Ieadino Hispanics of the time and
place. Their stated purpose was" .. .the
protection and preservation of
churches. buildings. landmarks, places
and article of historic interest connected
with the Spanish and Mexican occupation of New Mexico ." Dr. Wei~le also
notes the concurrent boosterism and
creation of the "Santa Fe Style," and in
this reviewer's opinion, those thtncs do
not mix well, the proof beinQ the many
historic butldincs lost to development,
and the plethora of ersatz Spanish and
Indian architecture to be seen in Santa
Fe and the rest of the State as well. But,
as they say, I di~ress.
The second volume contains a brief
history of the Society. also written by Dr.
Wei~le . and chapters on the revival pe riod arts and artists , the revival of
tinworb and straw applique, and a chapter on todays Spanish Market , itself revived in 1965. There is also an
introduction to the works of a number
of contemporary participants in Market.
Most of the remainder of the volume is
taken up with mtm-btocraphtes and pictured examples of the work of those
who are arzueble the very best of todays
Hispanic artists-such names as weaver
Teresa Archuleta Saqel (see above),
santero Charlie Carrillo (the only Ph.D.
in the Qroup), santera and "folk carver"
Gloria Lopez Cordova , santero Felix
Lopez, "jack of all trades and master of
them all" Ramon Jose Lopez-and others "too numerous to mention." Donna
Pierce's brief history of the collection
completes the second volume.
Although the wntinq in this publication is ~ood, and we are Qiven loads of
information, perhaps the stronq point is
weaving the illustrations into the text.
Plippinq between text and illustrations
is unnecessary. I didn't count them, but
there must be at least a couple of hundred color photographs of objects, plus
a few dozen more of people and scenes.
Appropriately. a number of black and
white photographs of historic butldtnqs
are included in the second volume.
Constderlnq the amount of color,
these two volumes are barqain priced.
It is not often that one can own a masterpiece of history and art for such a
small sum of money. At the risk of repeattnq myself, these volumes deserve
to be on the bookshelf (or coffee table)
of everyone interested in Hispanic art ,
reliqious art, or the art and history of
New Mexico and the southwest in Qeneral . My complaint is that the Society
and the Museum Press did not publish
this in hardback. It is only available in
paper. A work like this deserves better.
E.D.K.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
OF
NEW MEXICO

The Historical Society of New Mexico

$1,000 Scholarships
The Board of Directors of the Historical Society of New Mexico (HSNM) announces two scholarships of $1.000.00
each to be awarded annually to an underqraduate student and a Qraduate student, respectively, majortnc in History
in any of New Mexico's colleges or universities.
THE ALBfRT H. SCHROfDER
SCHOLARSHIP fOR
UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY
MAJORS, sr,000.00
THE MYRA ELLEN JENKINS
SCHOLARSHIP fOR GRADUATE
HISTORY MAJORS, $. ,000.00
The scholarships will be awarded on
the basis of a competition for the best
scholarly research papers dealtne with
or relannq to New Mexico history of the
Spanish, Mexican, or American periods.
The papers must represent ORIGINAL
RESEARCH by the candidates, includin~ a siqnificant representation of primary sources. The subjects of the
papers may be any topics of New
Mexico history which are of interest to
the individual candidates.
The text of each paper must be at least
ten (IO) paces in Ienqth. but not over
twenty (20) pazes. exclusive of btblloqraphy, It must be typed, double-spaced,
with 1-I!2-inch marqins. A cover paQe
must be attached stattnz the candidate's
name, address, telephone number. and
the name and address of the colleqe or
university which the candidate is attendin~. The candidate's name should not
appear on any other pases. The style of
the paper may follow any commonlyaccepted manual of style . A memorandum must be included with the paper,
afflrming that the candidate is an under-

~raduate history major or a ~raduate
history major in a New Mexico college
or university and si~ned by a history
professor at the colleqe or university
who is familiar with the candidate's
work.
Papers to be considered for the
awards must be mailed and postmarked
by January 10 prior to the annual conference. Candidates must furnish
THREE (3) COPIES of their papers to
the chairman of the Scholarship Committee at the followinQ address:

Chairman
HSNM Scholarship Committee
36 Wildy Drive
Roswell. NM 88201
The Board of Directors of the HSNM
reserves the riqht to reject any or all of
the papers submitted if they are jud~ed
to be inappropriate or unworthy of the
scholarship award. The decisions of the
Scholarship Committee and the Board
of Directors of the HSNM are final.
The winners of the scholarships will
be notified in March . The scholarships
will be awarded at the annual banquet
on Saturday eveninq of the conference,
where the winners will be quests of the
HSNM. In addition, the HSNM will provide one niqht's 10dqinQ for the winners
at the location (city) of the annual conference.
The wmntns papers will be published,
if deem appropriate, in the HSNMs publication, La Cronies. AIl papers submitted will be placed in an appropriate
repository's manuscript collection unless specified otherwise by the writers.
For additional information. write to
the chairman of the Scholarship Committee at the above address.
E.E.F.

Santa Fe Traillssociation Symposium
September 2_3-2S, 1997
The Cimarron Cut-Off Chapter of the Santa Fe Trail Association is sponsoring the
symposium in late September of 1997. The seven-day event has activities takin~ place
in Elkhart, Kansas, Boise City, Oklahoma, and Clayton. New Mexico, with tours, social
~atherinQs, and topical presentations at each city.
Marc Simmons is scheduled to ~ive the opentnq address , "Glory Days on the
Cimarron Route", on Thursday rnorninq, September 25th in Elkhart. Other speakers
include: Leo Oliva, Pauly and Eric Fowler. and Lawrence Hard.
For complete information contact the Cimarron Heritage Center at P.O. Box 655,
Boise City, Oklahoma 73933.
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